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Dr. Diane Poole Heller
• “We are all born with an amazing capacity to heal.”
• The Power of Attachment
• Restore the broken connections caused by trauma, so you
can emerge from fear and suffering to regain strength, joy
and resilience
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Introduction
Attachment Adaptations
-

4 Attachment Adaptations— Secure, Avoidant,
Ambivalent and Disorganized

-

Distinctions help you identify patterns

-

Many ways attachment adaptations can

-

How we treat trauma or which interventions we
choose should facilitate healing of attachment wounds

happen… we all have a mix
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Why study relational trauma & attachment?
•
•

It may open some doors when energy healing seems blocked.

•
•
•
•
•

Be gentle with yourself; Misattunements can be repaired.

We are hurt in relationship and can heal in relationship. Trauma =
broken connection.

Repair sustains relational well-being
Secure attachment is biological
We can all learn secure attachment skills
Experiential exercises support healing
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SECURE ATTACHMENT
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What is Secure Attachment?
•

Not just 3 meals a day and a roof over
your head

•

A child feels comforted by the presence of
their caregiver

•

Feel protected and that they have
someone to rely upon

•

Trust others, have a strong sense of self
and desires connection with others

•

Having secure attachment mitigates the
effects of trauma and reduces PTSD
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Characteristics of Secure Parents
Parents: Gourmet Contact Nutrition
• Are attuned, present, safe, consistently responsive
• Positive holding environment, boundaries
• “Empathetic Other”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Align with a child’s inner state; reflect cues accurately; natural contingency detectors
Melodic tone of voice; active listeners; clear communication
Kind eye gaze (e.g., “beam gleams”)
Comfortable with both connection and individuation
Affectionate touch; skin-to-skin contact with infants
Master regulators as parents—can calm and enliven
Can address problems; resolve conflicts; realistic optimism
Repair misattunements to enhance relational resilience
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Characteristics of Children (of
Secure Parents)
Have aliveness, vitality
Feel safe to show up; be authentic
Age-appropriate individuation
Are playful
Express needs and emotions easily
Have basic trust
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The Bridge to Healing
Who in your life represents secure
attachment?
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“Rescuing Hug”
We all have an innate
biological instinct to bond.
Kylie & Brielle (1995)
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Infants are genetically programmed to BOND to their caregivers
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Empathy
•

•

Understanding and
entering into
another’s feelings–
– “feeling felt” or
“getting gotten”
Natural-born
contingency
detectors
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Brain
Integration
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Bigger Picture Orientation

•

We are all global citizens––“All of
Us” vs “Us against Them”

•

Compassion increases your
capacity for love

•

Secure attachment reduces PTSD
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Our Journey From…

Trauma Shutdown

“Presencing” Social Engagement
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How do you presence
secure attachment with
others now?
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Of all the secure attachment skills, which would
you like to practice and focus on in your personal
and professional life?
•

Presence

•

Prosody

•

Safety

•

Protection

•

Safe, Affectionate Touch

•

Eye Gaze - Gleam Beaming

•

Playfulness, Laughter, Expansive Joy

•

Containment (for whatever arises)

•

Relaxation in the Relational Field

•

Comings & Goings (approach or give space)

•

Interactive Co-Regulation & Self-Regulation

•

Repair Misattunements
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AVOIDANT
ATTACHMENT
ADAPTATION
“Left alone too much”
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Characteristics of Avoidant Parents
Parents: Lack Presence or Coherent Emotional Reflection
• Un-attuned: Absent, flat affect, or only “task-oriented”contact
• Consistently non-responsive
• Neglect/reject needs
• Does not attune to the child or align with inner states
• Often non-emotional; not “touchy-feely”
• Does not exhibit accurate emotional expression or reflect emotions for the child to learn
emotional range
• Entire family may not engage in intimacy
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Characteristics of Children (of
Avoidant Parents)
Isolation bubble - internal working model of attachment
Limited sense of self; miss cues for connection
Task focused; use fewer words
Emotional desert; deactivating attachment strategies
Denies needs; “I’ll do better myself”
Doesn’t miss significant people when absent
W ants you around (but apart), unless invited
Stress on approach to or from others
Lacks co-regulation; dissociative self-regulation
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Experiential Exercise
Kind Eyes
Imagine you are looking out into the world
and seeing kind eyes looking back at you.

What happens in and around your eyes,
your body and your emotional state?

Can you allow this kindness in to receive it?
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Lack of Limbic
Connection
How does it affect memory
for an avoidant?
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Avoidants need…
Time to shift from dissociative autoregulation towards presence and
connection.
This transition often causes ANXIETY
and STRESS.
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“One foot on the planet…and one foot off”
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Sample Repair Messages
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is safe to be vulnerable and reach out.
I celebrate your existence.
You belong here.
I’m glad you’re alive.
What you need is important to me.
I’m so glad you are YOU.
Welcome to the world.
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AMBIVALENT
ATTACHMENT
ADAPTATION
“Will I be abandoned?”
“Am I loved enough?”
“…but will you stay?”
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Characteristics of Ambivalent Parents
Parents: Here Today, Gone Tomorrow

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On/Off parenting style
Self-absorbed, preoccupied with their own attachment wounds
Inconsistent responsiveness; often unpredictable
Intrude themselves or their own disrupted state on the child
Disrupted affect modulation
Role reversal
Intrusive, poor boundaries
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Characteristics of Children (of
Ambivalent Parents)
Anxious / insecure / angry / decreased object constancy
Interpersonal stress on separation; clinginess
Difficulty being soothed; ignores caring behaviors
Over-focus on the other / external regulation
Urgent need–signal cry stuck on “ON”; complains
Little or no hope; convinced of disappointment in
relationships
Desperately wants connection but has a disabling
fear of losing it–negatively mis-reads connection
cues
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Under-focused on SELF

Over-focused on the OTHER
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Avoidant vs. Ambivalent

Dismisses Connection

Obsesses About It
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Corrective Experiences: Ambivalent
Recall or Recognize Consistency from
Significant Others
•

Develop a sense of self-focus

•

Reassurance; heal abandonment

•

Notice caring behaviors and practice
receiving––experience satisfaction

•

Identity of ”wanting, but not having” feeling
causes anxiety and stress

•

Can you receive 1% more?
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What’s Your Love
Language?
Reference: The Five Love Languages by Gary Chapman

Thoughtful Gifts

Quality Shared Time

Affectionate (Safe) Touch

Acts of Service

Affirming Words
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Sample Repair Messages
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I hold you in my heart when we’re apart.
I am not going anywhere.
I will be here for you.
I love you just the way you are.
You are lovable.
You have a right to you own space and privacy.
I respect your boundaries.
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DISORGANIZED
ATTACHMENT
ADAPTATION
Dysregulation/
Dissociation
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Disorganized Attachment
•

No clear pattern

•

Disorganized Avoidant or Disorganized
Ambivalent––or both

•

“Unresolved Trauma”

•

Threat response interferes with the
attachment system

•

Early environment is one of extreme fear,
threat, abuse, or neglect

•

Creates a pattern of flooding, or
dissociation/disconnection.
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Characteristics of Children (of
Disorganized Parents)
Can’t soothe (parent is source of fear— no safe haven)
Develop dis-attachment; relationships are dangerous
Stuck in approach-avoidance
Affect regulation problems: socially, school, confused
Describe feeling like a target or fed to the lions in
their families
Struggle to form bonds… closeness to threatening
parent can trigger a freeze response due to severe
threat (e.g., “Zombie Child”)
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Disorganized Attachment

•

Can be the most challenging adaptation
due to shutdown and/or high anxiety and
stress—especially w/abuse or instability.

•

Can be situational/temporary or chronic.

•

Desire stable, connected relationships,
but the early imprint of chaos or fear
activates toxic relational patterns as
adults. Trauma re-enactment.
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Approach/ Avoidance
Conflict
Two major biological drives are in
constant conflict with each other…
•

An innate drive to form an
attachment bond - AND -

•

To protect one’s self from threat

“Portrait of Dora Maar” by Pablo Picasso
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Courtesy of Evergreen Psychotherapy Center
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Healing Strategies
Disorganized need…

•

Safe relationship (e.g. therapist or partner) to build trust, establish
boundaries and address harmful patterns

•
•
•

Consistency
Repair messages to counter established thoughts
Understanding and compassion–struggle to form relational bonds
stems from early trauma
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Corrective Experiences: Disorganized
Safety is essential. A secure world
exists for you too!
•

Help the inner child heal and grow

•

Clear communication diffuses confusion
and clears up ambiguity

•

Competent Protector

•

Distancing Threat

•

Reversing the Freeze Response
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Sample Repair Messages
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I am sorry I scared you.
Let’s all calm down and talk.
Let m e give you clear directions.
You can trust m e to keep you safe from the world.
I am paying attention to you and what you need.
I will protect you and stand up for you.
I will repair the relationship when disruptions happen.
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Neuroplasticity
The ability of the brain and nervous
system to change structurally and
functionally as a result of
environmental inputs.
New experiences in life create new
neural patterns.
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For additional information and to take
a FREE Attachment Quiz, please visit
us at www.dianepooleheller.com.

THANK YOU
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